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Abstract
The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) conducts frequent studies of
snowfall and snowpack that are critical for a wide variety of ecological, hydrological, and
economic objectives. Current solutions, such as the Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) and
Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) sites, provide the majority of the data used in these studies. While
these systems work well, they are expensive to operate and challenging to maintain. The
SNOTEL sites are also fixed locations, often in remote, austere regions, making them very
inflexible in their measurement capacities of widespread areas.
Our team, the Snowpack Accumulation Measurement System (SAMS) team, was tasked
with developing a more cost effective solution for measuring snowfall, snowpack, and
snow-water equivalent (SWE). The problem was left very open ended by the NCAR cadre as
nearly any solution we can provide would be an exciting improvement in some form for their
organization and the studies they perform.

Design Methodology
Our initial ideation resulted in two possible prototypes, both involving the use of a drone.
The first method was to utilize an RF emission from a transceiver to measure the return received
after the RF “bounced” off of the surface beneath the snow. Using simple electromagnetic wave
properties and equations, distances between the drone and the top of the snowpack, compressed
snow and ice layers in between, and the ground below would all be computed. This method
showed significant promise in allowing a multitude of measurements in near real time. The
second method was to use LiDAR to create point cloud maps of an area, both without snow and
with snow, and then determine the differences between the two point cloud maps. This method

also showed a lot of merit, as it addressed one of the primary concerns of the NCAR team: Cost.
LiDAR is a commonly used system for a variety of applications, therefore allowing us to utilize
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) sensor packages for a very low price.
After further development of both prototypes using equipment donated from the
university or members of the team, we eventually determined that the RF method, while
extraordinarily interesting and promising, presented too many challenges to our team for the
timeframe we had. We also were able to develop a working, functional prototype of the LiDAR
system in very short order using an Xbox Kinect, and this resulted in a consolidation of our
efforts on the LiDAR system from that point forward. The LiDAR methodology is very simple
conceptually: A scan of an area is performed when no snow is present and a point cloud map is
created. After a snowfall, a second scan of the same area is performed and another point cloud
map is created. These point cloud maps are then compared to each other in software to determine
deltas, which in turn can be calculated as snow depth. This system offers a lot of “plug and play”
flexibility as the software can interface with a wide variety of LiDAR systems with varying scan
distances and levels of precision. Our design uses the DJI Livox Mid 40 system shown below:

Figure 1 - Livox Mid 40 LiDAR
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Figure 2 - LiDAR System Process Flow Diagram

Figure 3 - LiDAR System Hardware Block Diagram

Figure 4 - LiDAR System Software Block Diagram

Figure 5 - Point cloud map processing code sample

Figure 6 - Completed Gantt Chart. On time!

Figure 7 - Finalized SAMS team budget. Under budget!

Computer Design Tools
Our team did not utilize any computer design tools for designing components of our
system. However, our software was designed to be collaborative and our repo can be found on
GitHub at the following link:
https://github.com/zaknye/snow-pointcloud-alignment-measurement
A detailed README is available in the repo that describes the entire software driven point cloud
comparison process in great detail. Our system utilizes Python 3.8.6, Ubuntu 20.10, Jupyter
Notebooks, Numpy, CloudCompare, and Open3D.

Patents and Standards
Our project, while quite novel to our team, does not rely heavily on new technology, and
therefore is not expected to be patentable in and of itself. In fact, the ASO platform already in
use also relies on a LiDAR system that utilizes before and after snowfall scans for its
measurements. The innovation of our system is in its miniaturization and use of simple,
inexpensive COTS hardware components for a cheap alternative to the significantly larger, more
expensive systems that perform similar measurements. Our system also does not utilize any
specialized or unique electrical standards and only relies on common, widespread standardization
such as ethernet and USB communication protocols.

Proof of Concept
In order to set the stage for an explanation of the complex computation performed by our
system, it is critical to see true color images of the areas scanned using the LiDAR.

Figures 8 & 9 - True color image before snowfall

Figures 10 & 11 - True color images after snowfall

Upon performing a LiDAR scan, three point cloud data sets are available to the user: Surf data
that shows the environment, Corners data that only displays defined edge points with a much

smaller file size, and an All Points dataset that contains every point collected by the LiDAR with
a very large file size. Examples of each are shown below:

Figure 12 - Surf data point cloud map

Figure 13 - Corners data point cloud map

Figure 14 - All Points data point cloud map

The first Snow Pointcloud Alignment and Measurement (SPAM) post-processing step is
performed by using the corners.pcd file output by the Livox-Mapping software from before and
after snowfall. This is the most sparse cloud and only retains mostly corner information. This
data showed to be the most accurate and easy to work with when creating the alignment.

Figure 15 - Unaligned corners data point clouds

We then downsample the cloud, calculate normal vectors and align them with direction, remove
all points that have a Z component greater than 0.3 (omits the ground and the surfaces that snow
tends to collect on), and initially uses the RANSAC algorithm for global alignment.

Figure 16 - Aligned corners data point clouds

Once alignment is complete using the corners file, the all_points files are loaded and transformed
with the transform found in the previous corners alignment steps.

Figure 17 - Aligned All Points data point clouds

Figure 18 - Closeup of an aligned fence

Figure 19 - Closeup of an aligned lamp post

Then the all_points files are downsampled and outliers removed using the radius outlier class in
Open3D. This gets rid of extraneous points and simplifies the cloud to make it a bit easier to
work with. This also increases the accuracy of the distance calculation as the consensus on the
plane is more accurate without outliers. Once initial processing is complete, the M3C2 distance
calculation is used with CloudCompare CLI. Once the calculation is complete we are returned a
new file in CloudCompare's "BIN" file type that has been filtered for only scalar values larger
than 0.06m --> 100m. This file is a point cloud using the points from the post snow point cloud
with scalar data representing the distance from the initial scan to the post snow scan, essentially
showing only snow depth as shown below in Figure 20. Note the parked vehicle and vehicle tire
tracks seen in Figures 8-11 are readily identifiable in the scalar point cloud.

Figure 20 - Resulting snowfall scalar point cloud with historiological depth plot on the right hand Y-axis

This entire process is largely automated with two files utilizing 130 lines of code to align and
filter the point clouds, and 496 lines of code to perform the snowfall measurement. These files
can also be found on our GitHub repo.
The physical design of our system is relatively simple and consists primarily of a Livox
Mid-40 LiDAR, a Jetson Xavier NX, an Arduino Uno, and a pair of I2C Servo Hats, and their
respective communications and power cabling. Most of the controlling components were
mounted inside a simple 8” x 8” x 4” junction box and the servo hats and LiDAR were mounted
on an aluminum plate attached to a simple camera tripod. This system allows for maximum
flexibility to be mounted on a variety of vehicles such as a car, a snowmobile, or a drone. At
slightly reduced accuracy, the system can also be used hand-held.

Figure 21 - Junction box component layout

Figure 22 - Full system integration

Team Tasks and Responsibilities
The primary distribution of tasks among the members of our team are outlined below:

Hadi Abdemawla: Motor mount development and testing
BLS Bot: Provide continuous team entertainment, motivation, and morale
Ryan Edmund: Final report, administrative tasks
James Graves: Motor mount development
Kyle Mcgrath: Point cloud comparison automation
Zak Nye: Point cloud comparison automation and testing
Shane Prather: Administrative tasks
Patrick Tafoya: Mechanized scanning automation and testing
Chris Vinton: Motor mount development and testing

